
oPtiMuM accessibility : 
The corner hook does away with

the upright so as to store products

in the corner.  Floor cleaning is

easier.

shelving

w w w . t o u r n u s . c o m

No contractual document. The specifications shown may be changed without notice with a view to improvement .

Tournus Equipement shelving consists of aluminium uprights and polypropylene shelves.

Quick and easy to assemble, without tools, by simply snapping into place the parts which 

stiffens the structure.

12 standard lengths from  608 to 1714 mm , 3 depths (400, 500 and 560 mm) and 2 heights

(1750 and 2050 mm). You will always find a length of racking to suit your cold room 

whether it be line or angle mounted, for a big or small space where low cost sturdy racking

is a priority.

innovative new shelf.
Overhanging of the shelves

to cover the upper part of

the aluminium bar, for an

optimal fit.

tournus exclusive: 
There is a space at the

edge of the shelves where

white board erasable 

markers can be used to

note the content of the

shelf,  helps manage the

stock of food (erasable

markers are supplied with

shelving).

all Previous advantage are retained

Quick and easy to asseMble: 
One person alone can assemble 5 metres in

5 minute without tools.

hygiene : 
The shelving is classified by the mark NF food

hygiene. The shelving is made of food 

quality materials, smooth surfaces, with no

lumps or nooks. No food matter can get

trapped and they are machine washable.

sturdiness : 
Uprights made of tubular anodised aluminum 

32 x 30 mm. The locking assembly and 

adjustable feet ensure high stability. The load

resistance is 150 kg per level for any length of

shelves up to 1512 mm.

new functions

stainless steel

seParation Panels

used to store bottles.

rear Protection bar

ensures protection of

the adjoining wall.

Plate for fixing to the

floor and Plate for fixing

to the wall are useful in

extreme situations (for use

on boats).

Mobile shelving with

guidence rails optimizes

the storage space.




